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Short Summary
of

‘Sustainability Planning’
‘Sustainability Planning’ is defined here as
‘planning to reach a set of competing ‘human and
other stakeholder’ values’,
with a view towards long-term value achievement,
with balanced priorities and intelligent use of all
development and operational resources.
‘Sustainability Values’ can be expressed as
degrees of those values,
in various dimensions (time, people, circumstances).
To deliver to sustainability goals levels, we need to have extremely clear value-goal statements.
Then we need
‘smart design’ or ‘problem solving’,to find strategies
to reach our goals,
within our constraints
(like legal, ethical, fairness, time, and financial).
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Strategy

What

Long term
Goal

Improvement

Value

This course in a graphical ‘nutshell’

Method Background
‘Planguage'
Our advanced planning
language
ValPlan.net
Our automated planning tool
for Planguage
Various Books and Papers
In these slides, such as
‘Competitive Engineering’,
‘Value Planning’ and
’100 PPP.’
———— >
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https://www.gilb.com/store?tag=books

Intended Audience: planners and managers
Exceptionally smart planners
Idealists (want to do the best they can)
Very ambitious and energetic champions of better methods
Planners who realise how bad ‘conventional planning’ is today
People who want to help ‘save the world’, quickly and eﬀectively
People who will fight to get eﬀective plans in place, and
implemented in practice.
WHO IS WASTING THEIR TIME HERE?
Conventional thinkers
Who just follow convention and
Oversimplified practices
And do not really care if projects fail
And if the world falls more apart
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Our Special Contribution to the Sustainability Cause
There are many voices, commenting in depth, on the UN SDG
Planning Quality (Ref. H, I, J, K, L).
See Presenter Notes, this slide,
or book, https://tinyurl.com/UNGoalsGilb (free)
I agree with their analysis about lack of clarity and conflicting
priorities. But I don’t think they are oﬀering good enough
solutions.
This course will go into more detail
on exactly WHY the Goals and Targets are unclear,
and exactly what we can do in practice to encourage
the UN and others, to write much clearer Goals,
to separate real Goals from mere ‘suggested’ strategies,
and to prioritize Goals and strategies more logically.

https://tinyurl.com/UNGoalsGilb

We will base our methodology
on a Planning Language we have developed,
so that there is a solid, free, methods-basis,
which can be used: not just oﬀ-hand observations.
I believe that this very-basic clarification of the stated Goals,
is a pre-requisite to any intelligent political and
academic discussion of the Goals.
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Free to charities
on request

Sustainability Planning Principles
Details in the following slides

1. EXTREME CLARITY IS BASIC: Extremely clear goals are the basis for extremely good and relevant sustainability value
improvement.
2. GENERALITY NEED NOT BE VAGUE: General sustainability-value goals can be decomposed, into extremely-specific,
clear, and measurable goals.
3.‘MANY GOALS, MANY SOLUTIONS’, NEEDS BALANCE: You will always have in mind many concurrent goals, and they
will compete with each other, for resources: so you are going to have to balance and prioritize intelligently
4. BE CAREFUL TO ASK FOR WHAT YOU REALLY WANT: You need to be very conscious of the diﬀerence between
‘Ends’ (Value Goals) and ‘Means’ (Strategies for delivering the Ends), so that you really get your intended sustainability value
improvements, no matter that the best strategies are surprising, and might emerge later, than your initial goal planning.
5. SIDE-EFFECTS WILL ‘GET YOU’ LATER ANYWAY, SO CONSIDER THEM EARLY: There is nothing as simple as the ‘right
strategy’ for a single sustainability goal: all strategies will have ‘side eﬀects’ on most other competing sustainability goals,
and they will impact a variety of constraints (‘laws’ for example) and costs (‘maintenance costs’ for example).
6. SUSTAINABILITY REQUIRES ENGINEERING: Sustainability is a systems engineering problem area: it is not suitable for
narrow and emotional political slogans and arguments. You have to consider many factors in your environment, and you will
need to quantify and measure, like other engineers and scientists do. If you are not ‘up’ for such discipline, then keep away
from Sustainability, you might destroy the planet!
7. ESTIMATION POSSIBLE, KNOWLEDGE NEEDS MEASUREMENT: It is possible to get a pretty good overview of the
potential results, and costs of all solutions for all sustainability goals: which helps your presentation, discussion, prioritization
and decision-making. But final knowledge of how things work in the short and long-term will require continuous
measurements, in a dynamic and complex situation.
8. PLAN TO LEARN FAST: The big trick in such a complex environment is not merely ‘to plan well’, but to ‘plan to learn
quickly’ what really works; and to continuously evolve strategies to meet changing and clarified needs.
9. REAL RESULTS REQUIRE CLEARER PLANS: If your sustainability planning is left the way it is now, you will probably get
disappointing results, and in a too-distant future. If you lead a change in the directions pointed out here, then you can
expect, and prove, that you will get early measurable results in the short term, which will continuously improve, towards the
longer term.
10. WIN FAST, ADD WINNINGS: The scope of most all sustainability eﬀorts is overwhelmingly complex, so we need to use
systematic methods to decompose into practical do-able detail in the short term, while never losing sight of the big picture.
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• “As to methods,
there may be a
million and then
some, but principles
are few.
• Those who who grasp
principles can
successfully select
their own methods”.
• Harrington Emerson,

1.
EXTREME CLARITY IS BASIC:
Extremely clear goals are the basis for
extremely good and relevant
sustainability value improvement.
Goal 10:
“Reduce inequality within and among countries”
1. How much do we aim to reduce?
2. How can we define ‘inequality’?
3. Is ‘country’ the most or only useful area to
consider?

4. What does ‘Among’ countries mean?

“The only use of a fuzzy goal
is to get political consensus and enthusiasm
about people’s misunderstandings.”
© Tom Gilb 2020
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2.

GENERALITY NEED NOT BE VAGUE:
General sustainability-value goals
can be decomposed,
into extremely-specific, clear, and measurable goals.

We can START with fuzzy words,
but if that is the end,
then the end is near!
TSG 260620

Goal 7: Affordable and Clean Energy
“Ensure access to affordable, reliable,
sustainable and modern energy”
Identify all ambiguous, general words
“Ensure access to affordable,
reliable, sustainable and modern
energy”
Three strikes and your idea is ‘out’

Quiz: what does one single unintelligible word
do
to
any
sentence?
8

You will ??? Die today

2.

GENERALITY NEED NOT BE VAGUE:
General sustainability-value goals

decomposed

can be
,
into more-specific, clear, defined, and possibly measurable goals.
Goal 7: Affordable and Clean Energy
“Ensure access to affordable, reliable, sustainable and modern energy”

[Scale Parameters]/
[General Terms] defined as
a set of conditions or
possibilities

Define these many words!

General term
Subset
Selected

General term
Total Subset
<—Defined

<— General term

used to define Scale
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3. ‘MANY GOALS, MANY SOLUTIONS’, NEEDS BALANCE:
You will always have to deal with, many concurrent goals,
and they will compete with each other, for resources :
so you are going to have to balance and prioritize Goals
intelligently
How do you prioritise the 17 concurrent UN Goals ?
Exactly what practical mechanisms can you use to understand the
priority, of one goal, over another ?
How do the very-many stakeholders determine or influence priorities ?
What if everything is changing rapidly and in hidden ways ?
How can you satisfy them all ? (all stakeholders, all goals)
What does it mean ‘to satisfy’ a stakeholder ?
How do you know the ‘costs’ of Goal satisfaction?
How do you know the duration of efforts to reach Goals on time ?
How can you know, or estimate, if the technology is good enough,
or cost-effective enough yet, to satisfy the goals ?
VP book, Chapter 6 Prioritization
https://www.dropbox.com/sh/34llx1a7ckyagxl/AAA0pDzSxN5WmoP9lOKR0Mpca?dl=0
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4. BE CAREFUL TO ASK FOR WHAT YOU REALLY WANT:
You need to be very conscious of the difference bet ween
‘Ends’ (Value Goals) and ‘Means’ (Strategies for delivering the Ends),
so that you really get your intended sustainability value improvements.
Even when your ‘best strategies’ turn out surprisingly bad,
and even deliver results later, than your initial goal planning specified.

Link words detect
‘means’ in the ‘ends’

“In April 2020, the United Nations released a framework for the immediate socioeconomic response to COVID-19, as a roadmap to support countries’ path to social and
economic recovery.
It calls for an extraordinary scale-up of international support and political commitment to
ensure that people everywhere have access to essential services and social protection.

This example is from recent COVID-19 updates to UN Goal 8 ‘Decent
Work and Economic Growth’

The socio-economic response framework consists of five streams of work:
1.Ensuring that essential health services are still available and protecting health
systems;

This helps us see the diﬀerence between UN Goals (ends) and
suggested UN Strategies

They link ‘ends’ and ‘means’

Notice that both of these are badly defined, ambiguous,

2. Helping people cope with adversity, through
social protection and basic services;

Goals are not quantified
helping people cope with adversity,

3.Protecting jobs, supporting small and medium-sized enterprises, and informal sector
workers through economic response and recovery programmes;
4.Guiding the necessary surge in fiscal and financial stimulus to make
macroeconomic policies work for the most vulnerable and strengthening
multilateral and regional responses; and
5.Promoting social cohesion and investing in community-led resilience and response
systems.
These five streams are connected by a strong environmental sustainability and gender
equality imperative to build back better.
The UN Secretary-General has stressed that the recovery from the COVID-19 crisis
must lead to a different economy."

https://www.un.org/sustainabledevelopment/economic-growth/

The underlined and bold words are ‘link words’
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Strategies have no estimate impact on the bad goals
social protection and basic services;

This is one of the 17 goals
And there are 7 link-word cases, in this Goal alone.
And dozens of unclear words, political slogans. So this is not a basis
for serious planning and economic decisions, and prioritization.
Simple question: which one of the 7 or so strategies, at left,
would you do in the short term, and why? (diﬃcult to answer
because of fuzziness)

5.

SIDE EFFECTS WILL ‘GET YOU’, LATER, ANYWAY, SO CONSIDER side-effects EARLY:
It is oversimplification to think in terms of
the ‘right strategy’ for a single sustainability goal:
all strategies will have ‘s ide effects’ on most other competing sustainability goals,
and they will ALSO impact a variety of constraints (‘laws’ for example)
and ALSO impact costs (‘maintenance costs’ for example).

If this is the main intended
value effect of a strategy Main

How many ‘s ide-effects’
can one chess piece
position have?

Then, all these other impacts
on our Goals, are ‘s ide effects’

Side

Let me introduce a concept you need for Sustainability planning
Multi-Dimensional Thinking and Decision-Making .

HOW MANY TENNIS BALLS CAN YOU JUGGLE WITHOUT DROPPING ANY?
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6.

SUSTAINABILITY REQUIRES ENGINEERING:

Sustainability is a systems engineering problem area:
it is not suitable for narrow and emotional political slogans and arguments.
You have to consider many diverse related factors in your environment,
and you will need to quantify and measure critical values, like other engineers and scientists do.
If you are not ‘up’ for such discipline, then keep away from Sustainability, you might destroy the planet!
Over view diagram
over an
engineering
problem
The top level only
Stakeholders
Value
Objectives
Solutions
Decomposed
solutions
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7.

Simple table of

Your ‘Means’ (Strategy) Impact ESTIMATION is POSSIBLE,
Real KNOWLEDGE NEEDS ‘MEASUREMENT’: later
It is possible to get a ‘pretty good overview’ of the potential results,
and costs, of all solutions, intended to deliver to your sustainability goals, by estimation
This helps your presentations, discussions, prioritization and decision-making.
But final knowledge of how things work
in the short and long-term will require
continuous measurements, in a dynamic and complex situation.

2 Strategies which impact
1 Goal
1 Cost
When we try to estimate, like this
We force ourselves to think clearly
We have better data to present our opinions
We have something to compare against what
really is measured when we plug in the
strategies to our system.
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Quiz: what is the difference bet ween the 2 strategies

T1.5.1,

T1.5.2

8.
PLAN TO LEARN FAST:
The big trick in such a complex environment is not merely ‘to plan well’,
but to ‘plan to learn quickly’ what really works;
and to continuously evolve strategies
to meet changing and clarified needs.

My Principles of ‘Dynamic Design to Requirements’
1. It is easier to measure accurately than to predict accurately.
2. It is faster

to adjust a bad design, than to figure out the right design to

begin with.
3. Even small systems can be complex, so frequent incremental measurement of
progress is smart.
4. Everything can interact with everything else, now and in future, so incremental
measurement of critical factors is the only safe way to keep score.
5. It is better to ‘design to a cost’ you require, than to ’estimate a design cost’ you
can’t aﬀord.
6. It is easier to ‘design to a stakeholder value level’ than to just hope your design will
meet that level.
7. Estimation of design impacts, helps sort out ‘probably good design’ early.
8. Only measurement of design value-delivery and design-costs will confirm that you
got it right.
9. Designs interact with all other system designs, past and future, compounded by
changing stakeholder needs - and consequent re-design.
10. Small incremental steps of design, greatly simplify understanding of complex
design.

Design

The Gilb Evo cycle

Copyright gilb.com 2019. Source: ‘Value Design’, book ms page 74 August 2019
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9.
REAL RESULTS REQUIRE CLEARER PLANS:
Plan to get early measurable results in the short term,
which will continuously improve, towards the longer term.
This table has made some estimates of
what we are expecting from the

S

strategies (S1 etc)
on the Goals (G1 etc.)

G

and the resources (Annual cost,
Years to Do)
This is one type of plan

Quiz: how can you estimate
How effective a strategy is
For you
If you do not have a numeric Goal?

Expected results and costs

£

We can use it to compare with actual
results, and adjust our plans based on
deviation from expectations
‘Dynamic Design to Plan’
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https://businessenergizers.net/tag/energize-your-business-book/

10. WIN FAST,
ADD UP Your WINNINGS:
The scope of most all sustainability efforts is over whelmingly complex,
so we need to use systematic methods
to decompose into practical do-able detail in the short term,
while never losing sight of the big picture. Long Term.

Here is an example
-—>
of decomposing Sustainability
strategies into smaller doable sub-strategies

Quiz: what is the advantage
Of doing smaller delivery steps
Rather than batching the
Steps by 10X?
Hint ->
17

Another prioritization approach,
is to prioritize amongst ‘detailed levels’
of strategy ideas, because some of them
can deliver especially-good values and costs.

Chapter 1.

UN-Clear Sustainability Goals
A selection of The UN ‘Targets’
and Indicators for SDG1 (End Poverty)

Let me spell it out, to leave no doubt in your mind.
1.Notice 1.5 and 1.A 20 and 28 pitfalls. By my rough count these statements contain 20 (1.5) and 28 (1.A) ambiguous
and undefined words.
1.Like ‘resilience’, ‘exposure’, ‘ensure’, ‘significant’, ‘dimensions’.
2.There is no hope of any 2 people on the planet understanding all such terms as intended by the author (UN).
3.Two ‘Fuzzys’ (1.5 and 1.A) do not make a Clear Idea (SDG1), (End Poverty).

<- 20
Pitfalls

4.If all (48+) ambiguous terms were somewhere defined, it might help reduce ambiguity.
5.But there is no hint or pointer to such a glossary in the UN material. But there are some glossaries! See later.
6.So everyone is on their own.
7.Dictionary definitions will not be helpful.
2. In a desperate attempt to clarify or define, they specify a few ‘measures’
( Indicators 1.5.1 etc, and 1.A.1 etc.).
But guess what? Same ambiguity problem! What is a ‘disaster’? What are ‘resources’?
If there were some UN statistics for these categories, they should be referenced, right here.
1. This is a messy mixture of ends and means, many levels of them.
2. Phrases like ‘in order to’ [1A] and ‘to (end poverty)’[1A] are what I call ‘link words’. They link a suggested
means (strategy, solution) to a specified end.
3. The situation is that we have not defined ‘end poverty’ at all.
We have suggested some specific strategies (‘mobilization of resources’ (1.A), ‘predictable means’) (1.A) to reach
a badly-defined goal (‘end poverty’).
Premature specification of strategies to solve badly-defined problems, is a bad planning idea.
4. We cannot know if these various nice-sounding ambiguous strategies are cost-eﬀective,
because we do not have a clear definition yet of ‘end poverty’, to judge them by.
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<- 28
Pitfalls

1.3 What can we constructively do
to improve a Goal like UN SDG 1
‘End Poverty’. ?

Figure 1.3 Overview of UN Goal 1 (Poverty), with Targets and corresponding Indicators.
(1.B is missing, not important for our purposes here, see it later figure 1.6)

Let us take a look at the UN SDG 1 again.
The Top Level says

“End poverty in all its forms everywhere.”
Indicators’ are
an attempt to find,
perhaps existing, statistical information,
that can tell us about past levels, and future
improvements or changes.

Vague Values: Visions

Indicators are not yet important enough to ‘take a
position on’ here,
because we need first to sort out the unclear
Goal, and Target statements themselves,
before we can even discuss if the indicators
actually reflect our Poverty Ideas.
If we use these indicators prematurely, then we risk
managing the wrong Poverty ideas.
So, we are now going to focus on The Poverty
definitions.
What values are we actually trying to improve?
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Muddled Measures

Figure 1.4

An attempt to define
a general Scale of Measure, for the Poverty Goal.
BUT THIS IS ‘TOO SIMPLE’ BECAUSE POVERTY IS ‘COMPLEX
(and the Scale is a bit messy too)
We have structure, we have quantification: but it is not really useful.

Did you notice how this parallels the Ambition?
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Figure 1.9 A Scale of measure for Target 1.5 (interpreted) is defined, and the ambiguous words are defined as sets of options, or attributes.

How to derive a Scale from a vague
Ambition Level (or user story)
“By

2030, build
1.
2.
3.
4.

the resilience of the poor
and those in vulnerable situations and
reduce their exposure
and vulnerability
to climate-related extreme events and
other economic, social and environmental
shocks and disasters”
Figure 1.8. The Poverty Target 1.5. I have stated as an
Ambition Level. I have made bold or underlined, terms
needing definition because of their ambiguity.
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Notice 3 levels of problem decomposition here
Decompose values by defining a Scale
Decompose Scale into [Parameters]
Decompose [Scale Pars] into Conditions
Further decomposition is possible. See next
slide

Each Scale-parameter is
further defined,
by more-specific
sets of things,
which define the
Scale Parameters.
These are called
Scale Parameter
Conditions.
Example: [Shocks]
= {Climate,
Economic, Social,
Environmental}.

[Scale Parameters]
Figure 1.10.
This example explains the structure of a defined Scale of measure,
with 5 Scale-parameters (general dimensions, needing definition).
Graphic by anna.maria.karlowska@gmail.com, 2019

When setting Goals,
we can select any
Condition
combinations,
or sets of one or
more of them,
to suit our
purposes.
For example, the
set ‘Recovery
Speed, Recovering
Physically Exposed,
Epidemic Hit, and
Social’
This enables us to see the
whole picture, the entire
environment.
One spec at a time

Quiz: How many unique combinations of conditions are there?
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But we can select smaller slices of the total environment, that we want
to specify Goals (numeric improvement levels) for,
because they, in particular, are ‘more cost-eﬀective'
or ‘need to be done earlier’ than the longer-term deadline for all
of the other items. This is PRIORITIZATION
With the defined Scale, for Target,
we can document the current level (50%,
and set a specific numeric Goal for 2030 (60%, for example)

Using the Scale, to define useful points of the scale,
Like benchmarks, constrains and targets

This is a sub-set of all possible and all necessary Goals, we can choose
to set.

Figure 1.11 A summary of our Target ‘1.5
Disaster Protection Poverty’.
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UN Value Decomposition, 2nd level
Figure 1.12. UN Sustainability Development Goal 1, Poverty.
Defined by a set of 7 ‘UN Targets’.

Decomposition
Is a tactic for definition
Cartesian
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Value Clarity Steps:
Figure 1.13. An overall summary of the 1.5 UN Target, as ‘translated into Planguage’ by us.
We added the ’Overall. Long Term’ Status and Goal, which encompasses all the Scale Parameter Conditions. That encompasses the whole system for this Value (all Scale Parameter Conditions, for all Scale Parameters, for UN Target 1.5)

Value Definition Steps
1. Name Tag
2. Copy and respect original
fuzzy statements.
3. Analyse Ambition
4. [Scale Parameters]
5. [Parameter] Conditions
6. Review with domain experts
7. Analyse Benhchmarks
8. Set Constraints
9. Set Targets
10. Find stakeholders
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Some added features ±, Tolerable, Stretch
Figure 1.14.

Extending our performance
requirement specification.
Each requirement (Tolerable, Goal, Stretch) can
have a range (±5%, ±1%, ± 0.5%), a ‘Landing
Zone’ (Intel term).
In addition, the Tolerable statement sets a lower
limit of expectation:
a worst acceptable case.
Below this level we have formally failed.
The Goal specification defines a successful level.
The Stretch level says,
we are not demanding or expecting this
level.
We are not sure it can be done, so far
ahead of time.
But it would in fact have some
stakeholder value
if we can find a way to get to the
Stretch level.
So do not give up efforts when you get
to the Goal level.
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Adding the ‘Meter’ parameter specification: defining a process for measuring delivery and getting feedback

Quiz
How many Meters do you need?
How many Meters can you have?

Notes: Meters MUST match scales
Tagging
Meters
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Background Specification
In general the uses
of background
specifications,
are about:
1. Risk Management
2. Priority Management
3. Understanding
Levels, Dependencies
and Relationships
4. Decomposition
5. Quality Control and
Quality Assurance
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Organizing Plans for International
Consumption Automatically
Some thoughts about digitalization
of UN Plans
UN Plans are not digitised
There is no Plan Database to tie it all together,
scattered sources and change
UN should have a Database to give partners
and planners a flying start (like quantified,
defined)
We go one step further.
The Goals should exist,
together with their Background
specifications,
in one single Master Version,
updated,
quality controlled,
on the Internet,
accessible to all valid approved partners.
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A Business Partner of mine, using my methods Is
doing advanced AI digitisation
Of everything to with industrial specifications
This might be a tool, or at least technical inspiration
For UN Planning, ‘Building the World’

Lack of UN Plan Structure
and Standardization
The specifications should be machine readable and More-intelligible,
not merely text in documents,
the machine should be able to understand exactly what type of specification it is reading.
The Planguage format with all Parameters standardized, and spelled out, is a pretty good start.
But machine intelligibility of databases can be done even better if we want to.
Right now this UN stuff is totally unstructured text.
I do not think in this day and age that is good enough for an effort of this global scope.
The whole point is that a great many partners constantly act on the Goals continuously.
We need to enable that to happen. Enable the apps as it were.

One point worth making in the UN context
is that well-defined structures, like Planguage,
are a step in the direction of making the plans available in different languages.
There are tools out there now to handle digitised planning
ValPlan.net and Graphmetrix.com.

There is no way we can use automatic translation of the UN Goals and Targets that I have seen and
partly discussed here.
They are unintelligible to humans, and translation will give ‘Garbage Out’.
Planners should also be able to extract what they need currently, and present it with appropriate
simplicity.
For example display ‘just the Ambition Level’.

A Business partner, using my Competitive
Engineering ideas as a framework, is doing
advanced AI digitisation
of everything to with industrial specifications
This might be a tool, or at least technical
inspiration
For UN Planning, ‘Building the World’
In this view we can imagine all UN Partners
Having access to all related planning information
for their projects
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Requirements (Goal Stements) Maturity Dimensions

From Prof. Gerrit
Muller, w Permission
gerrit.muller@gmail.com

Email of 240520
Part of Digital session
for Uni S Nor way,
29 May 2020
https://nettskjema.no/
a/149280
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Chapter 3.

Levels of Sustainability, Perception, and Responsibility.

This ends-means confusion is bad for planning, because:
then you, without further analysis,
Implement a particular means,
because it seems to be your ‘ends’.
You risk implementing a means
that does not achieve your ends.
You risk implementing a means
that has bad side-eﬀects on your other ends.
You risk implementing a means
which takes far too much time, money or maintenance costs
Parties with hidden agendas can sneak in their agenda (a means)
under cover of it being the only way for you to reach your ends.
You will never know about other, possibly better, means,
because there will be no process to find them.
You cannot hope to make use of ‘new technology’
which emerges after you have stated your goals
(with the ‘means’ now ‘baked into’ the ‘goal’).
You are stuck in yesterday’s strategies.
The ‘means’ is often a very concrete implementable idea,
so you no longer feel tempted to
really clarify and structure the Goal (ends).
The ends ‘drift away’ as a nice-sounding background.
But Goals are primary reasons for funding eﬀorts and projects,
and Goals need clarity,
and agreement or consensus
on the ‘clear Goal versions
32

2 Levels of Concern: End-Means
“Protecting jobs, supporting small and
Fuzzy
medium-sized enterprises,
Value
and informal sector workers
Link
Word
Fuzzy
Means

through

economic response and recovery
programmes; …”
From examples slide 11, ‘3.’ Covid-19 Response
https://www.un.org/sustainabledevelopment/economic-growth/

Some Principles of
what to do about
ends-means confusion.
Perhaps better called: ‘Ends & Ways’ ->

UN Goal 14 Targets: Link Analysis

1. Keep primary ends
(what you really want to improve,
(no matter what ‘means’ you should choose, later, to achieve them)

quite separate from means,
and make ‘ends’ (Goals) quite clear and measurable.
2. State all potentially interesting ‘means’ to meet your ends clearly,
and keep them separate
as ‘potential means’
not as the only ‘givens’.
3. Evaluate
by estimating potential eﬀects on your primary ends
(say, eliminate poverty)
the degree of improvement you can expect,
based on experience and evidence. (Chapter 7)
4. Specify the evidence for improvements
in writing for use in review, control, credibility.
Tell people where you got your ‘30% eﬀect’,
so they can check it out.
Do not merely ‘assert’ eﬀectiveness.
5. Do a similar estimation of the side eﬀects of your strategy
on all other concurrent top-level goals (the other 16 UN SDG).
Make sure there are no horrific negative side-eﬀects
(like stealing funds from the poor to pay the rich)
aﬀecting these other cherished values.
6. Do resource analysis:
what are the time, people, money impacts of the suggested strategies?
Both in the short term and for the life cycle of operation.
Make sure we can actually aﬀord the strategy,
and that we choose strategies,
with otherwise similar eﬀects,
which are cheapest, fastest, and less skills-consuming. (Chapter 5).
Does this all seem time consuming and diﬃcult to you?
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14.1 By 2025, prevent and significantly reduce marine pollution of all
kinds, in particular from land-based activities, including marine
debris and nutrient pollution
14.2 By 2020, sustainably manage and protect marine and coastal
ecosystems to avoid significant adverse impacts, including by
strengthening their resilience, and take action for their restoration in
order to achieve healthy and productive oceans
14.3 Minimize and address the impacts of ocean acidification,
including through enhanced scientific cooperation at all levels
14.4 By 2020, effectively regulate harvesting and end overfishing,
illegal, unreported and unregulated fishing and destructive fishing
practices and implement science-based management plans, in order
to restore fish stocks in the shortest time feasible, at least to levels
that can produce maximum sustainable yield as determined by their
biological characteristics
14.5 By 2020, conserve at least 10 per cent of coastal and marine
areas, consistent with national and international law and based on
the best available scientific information
14.6 By 2020, prohibit certain forms of fisheries subsidies which
contribute to overcapacity and overfishing, eliminate subsidies that
contribute to illegal, unreported and unregulated fishing and refrain
from introducing new such subsidies, recognizing that appropriate
and effective special and differential treatment for developing and
least developed countries should be an integral part of the World
Trade Organization fisheries subsidies negotiation
14.7 By 2030, increase the economic benefits to Small Island

Chapter 4. Responsibility Levels
Why do we need responsible* planners?
* assigned, named, by specification object, and parameter

1. They are motivated to do a better job.
2. They can be credited for excellent ideas.
3. We can ask them about their reasoning,
background.
4. They can be quality controlled, reviewed
and take responsibility for editing, corrections
and following standards.
What happens when there is no specific
transparent responsibility for planning?

1. Bad plans persist massively, and no one can
or will do much about it.
2. The results we want for society will either
not happen, or cost too much time and money.

Figure 4.1 The ‘Ambition Level’ window is open.
I can see who keyed in the specification, and when.
I can also see a live URL link to the original text, as well as its original names.
I can add any number of comments to this from multiple sources.
I can ‘manage’ the specification responsibly.
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Some examples of Responsibilities
Owner: a Specification Owner, parameter name shortened to Owner, has the exclusive right
and responsibility for updating a given Specification Object, such as a requirement.
Stakeholder: an entity; human, organizational, or document, from which we can derive needs,
demands, resource limits, constraints, and any form of information, which can be
acknowledged as our potential project requirements, and specified formally and clearly as a
requirement. A ‘requirement source’.
Implementation Responsible: a person (or group) which has taken responsibility for actual
practical implementation of a design object. This can be for a requirement level (reach the
requirement Goal), or for a design (deliver the design and try to get the maximum value from it).
User: a person who personally and physically interacts with a system.
Value Analyst: analyzes stakeholder needs, and priorities, and selects critical stakeholder
needs and specifies them as requirements, at least at the ‘Wish’ level (potential Goal
requirement).
Value Architect: A person or team, who sits at the Apex of the system, and synchronizes all
ongoing eﬀorts in order to get maximum necessary value for available resources. Manages the
top critical values, and the top-level design architecture.
Value Design Builders: people and organizations who build stuﬀ, physically, logically or
organizationally, any design component or related activity.
Value Designer: a generic (all possible design areas) designer (or team) who undertakes to
identify possible design components to reach a Value Requirement level, on time. To research
them as to all side-eﬀects and costs, documenting such facts in the design object and
corresponding Value Tables. The Value Designer might hand over exploration of a design idea
to a Value Engineering Specialist.
Value Director: the person, or group, responsible for focusing on the Value Delivery, and
reporting to a steering committee or Board about the plans and accomplishments to date, in
Value Delivery.
Value Engineering Specialist: a designer with a narrow speciality (usability, security,
performance, organizational improvement, AI) who is updated on the state of the art, and has a
good international network of people and sources to find good specialist designs.
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Chapter 5. Sustainability Constraints and Costs
Clear goals are just a good basis for understanding costs.
The problem is
that the real and final costs are not determined by the Value Goal alone.
Clear goals 'narrow in’ the possible cost range.
But that range.
can be unhelpfully large.
How does ‘between 10 and 100 billion’ sound to you?
The logical truth is that
the real cost is not determined finally by the Goal.
Costs are determined by the actual real strategy you finally choose to
use,
or change to in the middle of operations
and much more.
The ‘means’ decides the costs.
The ‘ends’ just move costs to a limited area or range.
The narrowed range, is the ‘costs of all known potential solutions’.
How much does a cheap strategy cost, compared to an expensive one?
Well the diﬀerence is easily 10 to 1, and 100 to 1, or perhaps much more.
That means that if you want low costs, for time , people, money:
you need at least to have smart designers, strategic planners, and
architects to help you find the cheapest options.
And you need to
ask them to do it,
and motivate them with a budget,
and rewards for finding smart options.
But it is still not so simple.
The real final cost of a strategy is not just dependent on the strategy
specification alone.

The lower part of an Impact Estimation Table
Left-and column are resources we have decided to control
The middle 4 columns are different Strategies
The right hand column is a sum of costs if all strategies are used.
The lower row is Values/Costs ratios for Strategies
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Real strategy costs depend on:

Real ‘strategy’ costs depend on:
1. The detailedness and clarity of the strategy
2. The honesty and capability of the actual sub-supplier or implementor (the council,
the nation)
3. Conflicting factors: other Goals might get prioritized, and then you will lose time,
people and money to do what you planned.
4. Outside changes: recession, new governments, scandals, national budget cuts.
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So how can we get reasonable control over costs in the complex real world? You need....
So how can we get reasonable control over costs
in the complex real world? You need....
Clear and detailed requirements,
as inputs to strategy planners and
implementors.
Clearly specified strategies,
which ‘cannot be misunderstood’.
Decomposition of big strategies
to a number of smaller strategies,
independently implementable.
Gradual incremental implementation of the detailed
strategies,
to learn about real costs,
and to get consequent, improved, strategy
formulation,
and improved implementation processes.
Learning, by quickly modifying poor strategies,
and measuring resulting costs,
and then using that knowledge
to improve costs going forward,
while incrementing sustainable values
delivery.
So this is not simple, like ‘ignoring costs totally’, as in the UN
Planning.
But no nation has unlimited time or money for sustainability
development. In fact the very notion of Sustainability, demands
we mange the costs in the short-term and the long-term (sustain
in long term).
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Chapter 6. Sustainability Strategies
The Means for delivering the sustainable development Values.
Here is a draft framework for one (Goal 1, End Poverty) strategy (aka means, solution):

Figure 6.2.
I have detailed my empty framework with 4
different named sub-strategies for T1.5.
‘Disaster Resilience’
Now maybe it is time to put some real substance
to them, and see if they will be able to meet my
Goals?

Top
Level
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Chapter 7. Evaluating Strategy Effectiveness and Costs.
The basics of ‘Impact Estimation’ tables
The question we need to ask of any
strategy is: how effective is it for
reaching my value goal level, on time?
In this case we have
estimated that, if we implement this design
(T1.5.1 Flood Damage Prevention)
we will, by 2030, increase the successful
level from todays status level (50% Success)
by 5% points.
We will have improved 50% of the way to our
Goal.
That is 5% of the desired 10%
improvement.

Figure 7.1. A very basic ‘effectiveness relationship’,
between a strategy and a requirement.

If this is true, then that is a pretty good design.
We now have a basic strategy-impact language,
for discussing how good our strategies are.
A number, not nice words, indicate how
eﬀective a strategy is expected to be.
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We have two design ‘impact languages’
1. Exactly how eﬀective? 2. How close to our Requirements are we?
We have two ‘impact languages’, and we use them both for diﬀerent
purposes.
The real Scale units increment (Delta-symbol 5) says ‘how much
we expect to improve’. This keeps us in touch with our Goal
specifications, and reality.
The ‘% of way to Target’, tells us
how suﬃcient for meeting a future target or constraint our
strategy is
(50% of the way to Goal),
and how insuﬃcient it is
(we need a strategy to fill the gap, and thus to
get the other 50% of the way towards our
Goal, by 2030).

Design Gap

This measure is used for all Goals and strategies;
and it keeps us in touch with how good our plans are.
The bar gives us a quick visual feel for how good our
plans are for purpose.
The UN plans, like much other planning, limit themselves to
simply claiming ‘this is the strategy’, or ‘this is a good strategy’.

Figure 7.1. A very basic ‘effectiveness relationship’,
between a strategy and a requirement.

Like embedding strategies in their Targets
But they do not attempt to make any clear, numeric claim for
how eﬀective the strategy is expected to be.
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There are t wo different planning-worlds cultures:
Strategy X is very eﬀective for Goal 3.
Strategy X will meet 50% of our numeric Goal by 2030

Poetry Planning versus Logical Planning.

Poetry

The first one is ‘Planning Poetry’. Sounds nice.
The second is Logical Planning. Based on Engineering and
clear thinking.
If you really care about sustainability, and sustainable
planning,
you cannot accept the ‘poetry planning’ as a useful
tool.
You have to use clarity, logic and reason.
Just like all scientists, good managers, and
engineers always try to do.
That is the core idea of this course.
Unfortunately a lot of people, and planning cultures, do not
practice logic.

Logic

They practice poetry.
But Planning Poetry leads to failure and delays.
There is a reason for the existence of science and
engineering.
It is to increase the success of complex and largescale problems.
You know that,
and that ‘Poetry’ is inappropriate to the complexity of
this UN World Sustainability Goals problem area.
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A method for verifying claims about strategy effectiveness.
A method for verifying claims about strategy
effectiveness.
For each ‘means -> ends’ relationship,
we can insist
(by mandating our Rules, or Standards)
that ‘strategy eﬀectiveness claims’
are backed up by facts,
just as in the medical field.
The strategy value-estimate verification-process is:
You write down your evidence
(or write the blunt truth, ‘taken from thin air’, ‘guesstimate’,
‘fake news’, or ‘intentional lie’)
You document the source of your evidence,
so others can quality control your interpretation of it.
And then you also know you cannot ‘just lie’.
You can then rate the credibility
on our scale of 0.0 (worthless claim), to 1.0 (guaranteed)
As a sophistication,
you could indicate the best/worst case range, by adding a ±.
As in ‘5±2’. We call this the ‘uncertainty’. It gives us a
range, rather than an exact number.
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Figure 7.2 The evidence and source for the estimate of ‘42’.
The Evidence for your 5% improvement estimate,
and the Evidence Source are documented in a detail window
for the estimate cell upper right.
These two factors lead to assigning a Credibility number (0.9 out of 0.0 to 1.0)

The ‘Strategy Impact’, and ‘Efficiency’ Question
The precise question here is,
exactly how far can I expect to get,
towards my ‘Disaster Protection
Poverty Goal level,
by my 2030 deadline,
if I implement the proposed
strategies?
Flood Damage, or Flood Temp.
Figure 7.3. We add in a cost estimate for the strategy.
We have 2 sub-strategies, and both are rated equally effective.
But T1.5.2 is 1/7 of the cost of the other.
So the value-to-cost ratio says we should prefer the cheaper strategy, or at least do it first.
Another question is, ‘What if we do both strategies? Is the effect cumulative (50%+50%).
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Chapter 8. Decomposing Sustainability Strategies for Quick Results
UN Planning does decomposition, but badly. Chance fuzzy lists.
Strategies for
Goal 1
Poverty Eradication

Why are we decomposing strategies?
1. To find very specific actionable ideas, where we can see the eﬀects on our goals, and see the costs.
2. To simplify a very large complex set of strategies, into an organized and intelligible, analyzable list of
strategies.
3. To find small (short implementation time, low cost) strategies, that we can implement incrementally, get
cumulative results, and learn what works, and then improve strategy definition, in order to improve costeﬀectiveness when later versions are implemented.
4. So that we have a fair chance of understanding the numeric impacts and costs of strategies, using an Impact
Estimation Table. Smaller more-focussed, well-defined strategies help us understand costs and eﬀects.
5. So that we can sequence the ‘incremental strategy implementation’ to ‘high-values for resources’, early.
6. So that we can systematically advise our stakeholders, as to which sets of these strategies are appropriate
to their goals and constraints; and which ones might be marginal, untested, or irrelevant.
7. To develop a coherent well-organized set of strategies, so that they are not scattered in various documents,
and put under various misleading headings (like the ‘UN SDG Targets’)
8. To subject each, and all, of the identified strategies to a necessary discipline of clear definition, eﬀect and
cost evaluation, selection, change management, and prioritization; which is not possible with the
scattered badly-written strategy ideas many planners produce.
9. To facilitate regional translation into action, to define the local actions which are stimulated by the Goals and
Targets.
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The notion of ‘implementation independence’ and ‘definite value delivery’
Critical decomposition rules, for agile/evo value delivery prioritization
The notion of ‘implementation independence’ and ‘definite value delivery’
There are some constraints on the decomposition, which I take for granted, but I know others
do not, so I will spell them out right here.
Every time you decompose a strategy, each sub-strategy must then:

1. Be implementable independently of the others, in that decomposed set (no
sequence dependencies)
2. Each one of the sub-strategies must be capable of delivering some value:
some ‘measurable progress towards our Goal levels’ (planned improvement is
a necessity).

Dependencies. ——-> Big Bang

3. No sub-strategy can violate any critical constraint. For example legality,
secrecy, security, cost-uncertainty.
This is not most people’s way of decomposing things.

Independent components —-> Value Stream

Most people tend to decompose strategies into preliminary processes
(design, meetings, approvals, Quality Control), bill of materials lists, and building
blocks:
most of which deliver no measurable planned Goal value,
when implemented alone, incrementally, at all.
They have a Big Bang mentality, they need to get an incremental value delivery mentality.
Great international results evolve, they do not magically appear in 2030.
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Chapter 9.
Prioritizing Sustainability Strategies
How can we evaluate and select the best strategies?
How does the UN Sustainable Development Goal
plan prioritize?
The answer is that it does prioritize certain
development goals above others,
and it also delegates prioritization to nations
and other groups who are actually implementing
change actions.
That is fine. Leadership and visions, and
delegation of decision-making power.
The question we are asking here, is detailed and
practical:
how can local action implementers,
make smart choices,
amongst the range of many possible actions,
they are faced with.

Figure 9.1

The basics of choosing strategies:
Value for money.
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Here are some underlying principles of prioritization.
Here are some underlying principles of prioritization.

1. The actions (strategy implementations) you choose,
will determine the values and costs
which you in fact have prioritized, to deliver and incur.
2. If you want to prioritize certain values, or goals,
then you need to select the strategies,
which you estimate will be most-eﬀective,
in delivering those goals.
3. The strategies you are considering,
will impact multiple values and multiple costs at once:
so you are forced to consider that overall picture.
Simplification to one dimension is dangerous, and can harm other critical
goals and budgets.
4. The bigger the costs and impacts of your choice, the more worthwhile it is,
to spend eﬀort, on better planning, before you make that choice.
5. At some point you will need to manage the ‘risk factors’ of evaluation:
‘credibility’ and ‘uncertainty’.

PRIORITY

6. At some point you cannot, accurately enough, make the best choices by
pre-planning.
You will therefore have to resort to
smaller-scale implementation,
measurement of results, and
improvement or rejection of specified strategies.
7. Too-early prioritization of any Goals or Strategies
risks being overturned by external factors in politics, economics and
technology.
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Move to
Tolerable Level

Move to Goal
Level

Move to
Stretch Level

Figure 9.3 One of many approaches to prioritization is to set tolerable levels, worst acceptable case. Perhaps early (like 2025)

Top Level UN Goals and Strategies Table

Confucius

“When you know a thing, to hold that you
know it; and when you do not know a thing,
to allow that you do not know it
- this is knowledge.”
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Chapter 10. Presenting Sustainability Plan

?????

A Value and Cost Bar
Chart

Derived from previous
table
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Presenting Value Levels

Figure 10.2 A Scale diagram for the value ‘Disaster Protection Poverty’, focusing on the Stretch level, but giving overview of many other levels.
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Presenting Detail
with Expansion Windows
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Chapter 11. Sustainability Decision-making.
What kind of decisions would we want to make, regarding a
UN Sustainable Development Goal plan?
Here is a sample of ideas. Some of the answers are covered earlier in the
book.
1.Is the Goal clear enough?
2.Is the Goal detailed enough?
3.Do we have a complete enough set of (Stakeholders, Goals, Strategies, etc.)
4.Have we followed all agreed rules of specification (so we have a well-written
plan)?
5.Do the Scales of measure really reflect the essential values of the
stakeholders?
6.Do we have eﬀective enough strategies defined?
7.Have our strategies respected our defined constraints? (Legality, Privacy,
etc.)
8.Have we decomposed values and strategies, so they are detailed enough for
our purposes?
9.Which Prioritization policies and methods should we use?
10.Are the plans good enough to delegate to our remote stakeholders via the
internet?
11.Which strategies should we prioritize, to get going with, first?
12.Are the strategy implementers able to get numeric feedback in the short
term, and adjust their strategies in near real time, for better success?
13.Are stakeholders able to share their local experiences with the wider
community, especially numerically, about value levels, strategy impacts, and
costs?
14.To what degree are good-quality specifications and evaluations reusable, in
other contexts, as specified in this plan?
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Chapter 12. Sustainability Project Management:
The Evolutionary Value Optimization method.
Here is an outline of the ‘Evo’ method as I see it in the UN Sustainability context.:
1.The strategies must be decomposed to a small-enough size (maybe a week or
month of eﬀort)
2.The strategies which are ready for real-world implementation, can be
prioritized, if there are limited resources (people, time, money, recipient areas):
prioritized by ‘estimated eﬀects over estimated resources-needed’
3.The results (value eﬀects, costs) of each small implementation are measured
reasonably well, and compared with estimates.
4.If results are disappointing, try to redesign the strategies, and try again, hoping
for better results.
5.Keep on doing this, even massively in parallel (many countries at same time)
and keep track of overall progress towards Tolerable (worst-acceptable levels
planned).
6.When all Tolerable levels are reached, continue until all Goal (success) levels
are reached.
7.As this is a large long-term eﬀort, you need to continuously check for
stakeholder changes:
1.In values
2.In resources
3.In constraints
4.In available strategies and their costs
And keep your plans updated, at all times.
8. When all Goals are reached, if you have any resources left, consider
attempting to reach some priority Stretch levels.
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UN Sustainable Development Concept Glossary
UN Sustainable Development Concept Glossary

(See -Planguage method Glossary’ above for planning process concepts)
Action: Strategy implementations.

Aﬀordable: can be acquired by defined stakeholders who need it and value it, by some practical means. From their own income, sponsored, bartered, worked for.
Clean (energy, water): does not contribute to defined forms of pollution, or it is significantly less than previous options.
Climate: air level planetary phenomena. Rain, snow, winds, clouds, air, polluted air, temperature, floods. Relating to expectations, duration, damage, diﬃculty of living in
Community: a defined group which has defined things or interested in common.
Crisis: (Climate Crisis): a dramatic change aﬀecting people, animals, plants, which threatens existence, or normality.
Education: any form of training, teaching, coaching, self-teaching, home-teaching, internet supported, video supported, mentoring or experience which is intended to improve defined capabilities of people.
Emergency: a fairly sudden change in living situation for people, animals, plants, glaciers which threatens normal or past conditions, in dramatic ways.
Global: aﬀecting or involving more than one geographic area, more than one continent.
Goal: (as used in UN Plan): an ideal future state for people and planet, specified for agreement to work towards, within a defined time frame.
Green: (Greener): something consuming limited resources in a sustainable or renewable way.
Institution: any formal or informal (cultural) body which can influence change.
Objective: a future state of a value, not necessarily an improvement, but typically protecting, defending and perhaps improving that value, of human stakeholders, or non humans stakeholders (animals, plants, earth)
Peace: a human state of ‘not-war’. Not fighting. Not threatening to fight. The degree to which humans can turn their attention from ‘survival’ to ‘improvement of other objectives’.
Peacekeeper: (Blue Helmets): oﬃcial (ie UN, EU) or unoﬃcial and informal bodies or devices (laws, culture, volunteers) which eﬀectively help prevent conditions moving towards war, fighting, attacks, or destruction of
values, of buildings, or nature.
Poor: people and communities unable to aﬀord or supply themselves with specific values (food, education, healthcare, safety, equality, and more), with their own or outside assistance. People deprived of defined values
below a defined level.
Poverty: long term inability for defined people (possibly other living entities on the planet) to supply themselves with defined levels of defined values (like food, shelter, education, equality, protection, escape to better
places).
Justice: the degree of protection, of any defined entity (people, culture, animals, plants, earth) according to higher ideals (like UN Declarations), laws, customs, strategies for reaching the ideals; to prevent exploitation,
ignoring plight, misuse, and to redress the balance eﬀectively, when the balance has been upset.
Refugees: any defined people, or animals forced to undesirably leave their normal habitat, in order to seek protection from some negative actions, or from potential actions against their acknowledged, or inalienable
rights.
Smallholding: any defined area, or trade sphere, which is the primary source of income or subsistence for a family, or a small group.
Subsistence Farmer: a land farmer, of plants or animals, a fisherman or herder which is largely dependent on their local production, but does not expect or have a significant surplus, and might not even meet basic needs
with this alone.
Sustainability: the state when any process does not eat up more resources than it generates.
Sustainable: describes any process which does not eat up more resources than it generates.
Sustainable Development: any development process which does not eat up more resources than it generates.
Sustainable Development Goals (SDG): the UN defined 2030 horizon SDG as published.
Target: (as used in UN Plan): should be defined as: specific planned levels and dimensions of the higher level Goal. These ‘Targets’ are not actually specified in such a consistent manner. A lot of ‘means’ mixed in them.
Universal Health Coverage:: defined levels of health assistance, for defined people, which are their right, irrespective of poverty levels.

https://www.archdaily.com/915866/archdailys-sustainability-glossary-a-b-c
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Sustainability Planning
2 Hour ‘Course’ for BCS SPA/Quality

Based on the Book = https://tinyurl.com/UNGoalsGilb
These slides are at = http://concepts.gilb.com/file24, and
https://tinyurl.com/SustainabilityPlanningSlides
Video after ward will appear at URL=

https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLKBhokJ0qd3_wlvr0j85YhmNfNj8ZJ8M-

(General site of videos, SPA and my courses and talks)
The following videos are there now: Technoscopes, Value Requirements, Value Design, Value Management, and Value Agile
There are no prerequisites for this course, but all previous courses will give additional detail for further study.

(share freely on social media and with friends)
By Tom Gilb, in Norway (Kolbotn, near Oslo)
tom@Gilb.com (questions welcome)
www.Gilb.com (lots of materials!)
@ImTomGilb (Twitter).

www.linkedin.com/in/tomgilb
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Last slide, go back
Possible addition is the book appendix for Goal 9
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Book References
Book References.
(1) CE: Competitive Engineering, 2005, Tom Gilb
Get a free e-copy of ‘Competitive Engineering’ book.
https://www.gilb.com/p/competitive-engineering
https://www.amazon.com/Competitive-Engineering-Handbook-Requirements-Planguage/dp/0750665076

(2) SM 1976. Software Metrics. ISBN-13 978-0862380342. Library or used copies only.
(3) VP 2016. Value Planning. Tom Gilb,
“Value Planning. Practical Tools for Clearer Management Communication”
Digital Only Book. 2016-2019, 893 pages, €10
https://www.gilb.com/store/2W2zCX6z
This book is aimed at management planning. It is based on the Planguage standards in ‘Competitive Engineering’ (2005). It contains detailed practical case studies and examples, as well as over 100 basic planning principles.

(4) VE 2017. Vision Engineering.
“Value Planning: Top Level Vision Engineering”
How to communicate critical visions and values quantitatively. Using The Planning Language.
http://concepts.gilb.com/dl926
A 64 Page pdf book. Aimed at demonstrating with examples how top management can communicate their ‘visions’ far more clearly.
This is the core front end of the Value Planning book (3).

(5) LD. 2018. Life Design - eBook https://www.gilb.com/offers/JHHzGSER/checkout

See Presenter notes for this slide
or the S P book itself

(6) CC 2018. Clear Communication. https://www.gilb.com/offers/Y36JRL6g/checkout
(7) IC 2018. Innovative Creativity. https://www.gilb.com/offers/FnExtaw9/checkout
(8) PPP 2018. 100 Project Planning Principles. Planning Principles. https://www.gilb.com/offers/Shju4Zqn/checkout
(9) Technoscopes 2018. TECHNOSCOPES. https://www.gilb.com/offers/YYAMFQBH/checkout
(10) PoSEM 1988. Principles of Software Engineering Management. https://www.amazon.com/Principles-Software-Engineering-Management-Gilb/dp/0201192462.
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(11) SI. 1993. Gilb & Graham. Software Inspection. https://www.amazon.com/Software-Inspection-Tom-Gilb/dp/0201631814
(12) VR, 2019. Tom Gilb Value Requirements. Book manuscript written 3 July to 22nd July 2019. This book is a precursor text to the current book (Value Design) as it gets the Design Requirements ready for the design process. Should be available digitally from gilb.com. Paper publications and translations are interesting, let me hear from you.
(13) VD 2019. Tom Gilb, Value Design. Manuscript drafted between 26July 2019 and 7th August 2019. Should be available digitally from gilb.com. Paper publications and translations desired but no specific plans yet.
(14) VM 2019, Tom Gilb, Value Management. Manuscript start 7 Aug 2019, Good draft completed 16August2019. Should be available digitally from gilb.com.
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Other References
Other References

Note: as a rule detailed one-oﬀ references and their possible URLs will be given as a page footnote.
This list of references is for large complex sets of references which we may want to reference multiple times.

(A) Stakeholders.
Stakeholders
and their values
GilbFest 2017,slides
http://concepts.gilb.com/dl920
Paper:
Quantifying Stakeholder Values
INCOSe 2006
http://www.gilb.com/dl36
2016 Paper
Stakeholder Power:The Key to Project Failure or Success
including 10 Stakeholder Principles
http://concepts.gilb.com/dl880
(B). “The Happy Project Saboteur
Principles of Project Failure: How to sabotage a project, without anyone noticing you.”
https://tinyurl.com/HappyITSaboteur (to Gilb Blog)
http://concepts.gilb.com/dl955 (to Gilb.com Library)
by Agent 20-7
Version 050619
( C ) Mills, H. 1980. The management of software engineering: part 1: principles of software engineering. IBM Systems Journal 19, issue 4 (Dec.):414-420.
Direct Copy
http://trace.tennessee.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=1004&context=utk_harlan
QUINNAN AND MILLS CLEANROOM
MIlls and Quinnan Slides
http://concepts.gilb.com/dl896
Excellent example of Early and great Value Agile 1970’s!
(D) HP
Hewlett Packard Cases
HP Evo
AA. The Evolutionary Development Model for Software
by Elaine L. May and Barbara A. Zimmer
August 1996 Hewlett-Packard Journal
http://www.gilb.com/DL67

BB. Evolutionary Fusion: A Customer- Oriented Incremental Life Cycle for Fusion
by Todd Cotton
http://www.gilb.com/DL35
August 1996 Hewlett-Packard Journal

CC. RAPID AND FLEXIBLE PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT: AN ANALYSIS OF SOFTWARE PROJECTS AT HEWLETT PACKARD AND AGILENT (2001)
by
Sharma Upadhyayula
http://www.gilb.com/DL65

M.S., Computer Engineering University of South Carolina, 1991
And
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
January 2001
DD. Best Practices for Evolutionary Software Development
by
Darren Bronson
http://www.gilb.com/dl825
57 pages., 1999.

See Presenter notes for this slide
or the S P book itself

URI: http//hdl.handle.net/1721.1/80490
(E) DPP
Mays and Jones IBM SJ paper on Experiences
http://agileconsortium.pbworks.com/w/file/fetch/1527643/Mays1990ExperiencesDefectPreventionIBMSysJ.pdf

(F) Raytheon Paper (2019 link)
https://figshare.com/articles/Raytheon_Electronic_Systems_Experience_in_Software_Process_Improvement/6582863
DPP Experience.
(F) POWER TO THE PROGRAMMERS
“Power to The Programmers”, as held Krakow ACE Conference June 2014
Video: http://vimeo.com/98733453
Slides at Conference Prague
HTTP://CONCEPTS.gilb.com/dl841

(G) Intel and Terzakis
Intel Planguage Experiences
AA. Intel Report on SQC (Gilb methods used here <- E Simmons)
The Impact of a Requirements Specification on Software Defects and Other Quality Indicators by jterzakis@verizon.net
http://selab.fbk.eu/re11_download/industry/Terzakis.pdf
(SLIDES)
BB. Intel Experience with Planguage and SQC 2011
Erik Simmons, Intel, 2011, 21st -Century Requirements Engineering: A Pragmatic Guide to Best Practices, Erik Simmons PNSQC 2011 (Pacific Northwest Software Quality Conference)
http://www.uploads.pnsqc.org/2011/slides/Simmons_21st_Century_Requirements_slides.pdf

CC. This link gives Terzakis full Rio 2013 paper (Gilb annotated) and slides.
https://www.dropbox.com/sh/cs9hke3uvgg4gp3/AACadHeI95lZpHzVqGKXSXDra?dl=0

(H) An (Other) geographical critique of development and SDGs
Farhana Sultana
Syracuse University, USA
Dialogues in Human Geography
2018, Vol. 8(2) 186–190
a The Author(s) 2018
Reprints and permission: sagepub.co.uk/journalsPermissions.nav DOI: 10.1177/2043820618780788 journals.sagepub.com/home/dhg
Geographers should engage with development and the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) by utilizing not only the theoretical and methodological tools from our various subfields but also through advocacy, expanding the role of public intellectuals and holding institutions and people to account. If we want emancipatory politics and transformations in development, we need to challenge and improve what is done in the name of SDGs, keeping central the issues of social
justice and ethical engagement. This is perhaps the most critical thing geographers can undertake going forward in order to dismantle the master’s current house.

"Liverman identifies some of these aspects of geographical contributions, as well as the importance of demonstrating the fallacy of relying heavily on quantifiable indicators, measurements, and aggregation, which the SDG suffers from, albeit less than the MDGs. Indeed, one of the aspects of the SDGs (in comparison with the MDGs), from the perspective of its proponents, is that the SDGs avoid the over- simplification, quantitative-driven, and simplistic goals of the MDGs.
However, the 17 goals and dozens of targets are fuzzy, ambitious, often un-implementable and contradictory, and perhaps even hubristic. While the SDGs are supposed to be aspirational, they’re open to interpretation, cap- ture, and subject to abuse by those with power. Also, the SDGs are supposed to be transformative, but exactly how that may be is still unknown."
(I) Professsor Mitu Sengupta
“Transformational Change or Tenuous Wish List? A Critique of SDG 1 (‘End Poverty in
All Its Forms Everywhere’)”
Socialalternatives.com, ISSN: 0155-0306,Vol. 37:1 2018
TSG copy file "soc_alt_vol_37_1_small.pdf" (in Others Papers, Sustainability"
from the paper:
"The SDGs may be critiqued in several diﬀerent ways. We may ask, for example, whether the giant sprawl of 17 goals and 169 targets that comprise the new agenda are actionable; about the types of policies and laws that they will spawn. We may ask questions about the process through which they were created; about whose voices were dominant and whose, perhaps, were left out. All of these are good questions. In this article, however, I will evaluate the SDGs – with a focus on SDG 1 (‘end
poverty in all its forms everywhere’) – against the standard that is set out by its own authors. Based on a close reading of the goal, I will ask whether SDG 1 does, in fact, present a ‘supremely ambitious’ vision of a world without poverty, especially in light of what we know about poverty today and the means to eradicate it, and also in light of Agenda 2030’s professed commitment to human rights.
I argue that SDG1 merits praise for making some clear advances over the MDGs’ flagship poverty goal (MDG 1). However, the politically cautious language through which it is expressed puts at risk any genuinely ‘transformational’ visualisation of the future." page 12.
“Reflections on Sustainable Development Goals from the Perspective of Developing Countries: Transformative Change or Business as Usual?” In India’s Social Sector and Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs): Critical Reflections, ed. R. Govinda. New Delhi: Routledge (forthcoming).
Ryerson University, Toronto, Canada. She has a PhD in Political Science from the University of Toronto, and a Master of Arts and Bachelor of Arts (Honours) in Political Science from McGill University.
(J) Jason Hickel
“The contradiction of the sustainable development goals: Growth versus ecology on a finite planet”
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